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Name__________________________________________________________________ Date____________________ 

 Water Wonders Grades K—2 

Welcome! 

As you follow this guide during your journey, keep your senses sharp!  There is a lot to hear, see, and 
touch.  Remember, it is okay to ask a teacher for help if you have questions.  Have fun! 

The shapes on the water wall are symbols for water.   

Count the number of circles and triangles you         . 

  

           Circles = ______  Triangles = ______ 

Draw 2 of your favorite symbols: 

 

 At the top of the escalator, you will        melted rock!  Touch it if you dare!   
 

 What is another word for melted rock?  (Circle one) 

               GOO        LAVA      ICE          BOG   

 

Continue your journey up the escalator!   

As you go up the escalator,  

remember to      and        around you.   

Draw one thing you        .                                

   Look for the display of rocks.  These rocks were found near Lake Superior.   
 

   Look for the Agate.                                

                

   Circle the colors you on an agate.                 
           

    RED        BLUE           GREEN 

  WHITE     BLACK   BROWN 

   PINK            ORANGE    PURPLE 
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Next, find the St. Louis River exhibit.  There are lots of fish to         .    

Find the fish in the pictures below, and draw a line to their correct name. 
 

 

           Channel Catfish                         Black Crappie                          Tiger Muskie  
           

 

    Draw what you think his footprint looks like: 

 

 

 

  

Then, walk to the Freshwater Forest.  Explore the tree house, read a book, 

and even try your hand at fishing!  Circle the animals you can        in the forest.  

How many toes does he have?  

1 2 3 4

   Find this animal and touch his toes!   
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Next, walk down the stairs and look for the biggest tank.   

This is Isle Royale.  Draw the biggest fish you        . 

Seahorses can be found all over the world in temperate saltwater reef systems.  Seahorses 
use their tails to hold on tight to corals and plants.  They even have the ability to change their 

shade of color to help them blend in.  Look in the Global Connections exhibit and 

count the hidden seahorses! 

 

How many        
seahorses do 

you        ?       
_______ 

SEEK and FIND 

The Great Lakes Seaway System       
provides a path for boats to move 
from the Duluth Harbor to the  
Atlantic Ocean. Draw the path a 
boat would follow. Start at the            
and finish at the      
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Find the fish pictured below.  Then, fill in the blanks to complete their name. 

Hint: Look for their sign!  This will help spell their name. 

Look for this sign to find Aquatic Invaders. 

S E __   L A __ __ R __ Y 

__ O __ D F __ S __ 

Become a Habitat Tracker!  Draw a habitat for the mink frog below.  Remember to include the 4 
things that will make this animal happy, healthy and comfortable in their homes: 

 

 

Habitat:  where an animal lives. 

Shelter 

Food 

Water 

Space 


